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Detecting Superbubbles in Assembly Graphs

Taku Onodera1,a) Kunihiko Sadakane2,b) Tetsuo Shibuya1,c)

Abstract: We introduce a new concept of a subgraph class called a superbubble for analyzing assembly graphs, and

propose an efficient algorithm for detecting it. Most assembly algorithms utilize assembly graphs like the de Bruijn

graph or the overlap graph constructed from reads. From these graphs, many assembly algorithms first detect simple

local graph structures (motifs), such as tips and bubbles, mainly to find sequencing errors. These motifs are easy to

detect, but they are sometimes too simple to deal with more complex errors. The superbubble is an extension of the

bubble, which is also important for analyzing assembly graphs. Though superbubbles are much more complex than

ordinary bubbles, we show that they can be efficiently enumerated. We propose an average-case linear time algorithm

(i.e., O(n + m) for a graph with n vertices and m edges) for graphs with a reasonable model, though the worst-case

time complexity of our algorithm is quadratic (i.e., O(n(n +m))). Moreover, the algorithm is practically very fast: Our

experiments show that our algorithm runs in reasonable time with a single CPU core even against a very large graph of

a whole human genome.

1. Introduction

The sequencing technologies have evolved dramatically in the

past 25 years, and nowadays many next-generation sequencers

(NGSs) can sequence a human genome-size genome in only a

few hours with very small costs. But still there is no sequencing

technology that can sequence the entire genome at a time with-

out breaking the genome into millions or billions of short reads.

Thus assembling these reads into a whole genome has been one

of the most important computational problems in molecular bi-

ology, and quite a few algorithms have been proposed for the

problem [5], [9], [14] despite the computational difficulty of the

problem [10].

Most assembly algorithms construct some graph in their first

stage. They are categorized into two types depending on the

types of the graph. Many old-time assemblers utilize a graph

called the overlap graph, in which a vertex corresponds to a

read and an edge corresponds to a pair of reads that have an

enough-length overlap [1], [3], [11]. More recent algorithms

often utilize a graph called the de Bruijn graph, in which an

edge corresponds to a k-mer that exists in reads and a vertex

corresponds to the shared (k − 1)-mer between the adjacent k-

mers [4], [6], [8], [13], [15], [16], [17]. The de Bruijn graph is

said to be more suitable for NGS short reads of large depth.

The next step of most sequencing algorithms after constructed

the graph is to simplify the obtained graph by decomposing a

maximal unbranched sequence of edges (which is called a uni-
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Fig. 1 Construction of a unipath graph.

(1) A tip (2) A bubble (3) A cross link

Fig. 2 Assembly graph simple motifs.

path) into one single edge [4], [8], [15] (Fig. 1). The obtained

graph is called a unipath graph. After obtained the unipath

graph, many sequencing algorithms next detect simple typical

motif structures caused by errors to detect errors: The most com-

mon motifs are tips, bubbles, and cross links [4], [6], [15], [17]

(Fig. 2).

A tip (Fig. 2 (1)) is a low-frequency edge whose end (or start)

vertex has no outgoing (resp. incoming) edges, which goes out

from (resp. comes into) a high-frequency vertex*1. This motif

often appears in case there are some error(s) around the end of

a read. A bubble (Fig. 2 (2)) consists of multiple edges (with

the same direction) between a pair of vertices, which is often

caused by error(s) somewhere in the middle of a read. A cross

link (Fig. 2 (3)) is a low-frequency edge that lies between high-

frequency vertices. This appears when a substring of a read acci-

dentally becomes (by error) the same substring that appears in a

different region. All of these motifs are easy to find (obviously in

linear time) due to their simplicity.

But we should consider much more complex structures if

*1 We say ’low/high’-frequency vertices/edges for vertices/edges that cor-

respond to few/many reads.
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Fig. 3 A superbubble: A very complicated structure caused by errors or repeats. All the edges are la-

beled with sequences (vertices are not shown). The gaps in the labels are inserted manually in the

figure to show alignment between edge labels that start at different offsets from the entrance of the

superbubble.

input reads are erroneous (as in the case of the third gener-

ation sequencers), have many repeats (as in many large-scale

genomes/meta-genomes), or have many mutations (as in cancer

genomes). Fig. 3 shows an example of a subgraph of a unipath

graph obtained from actual whole human genome reads (the same

set of reads used in the experiments in section 4). In this sub-

graph, paths from the leftmost vertex branch to many paths but

they converge into the rightmost single vertex in the end, and

there are no cycles in this subgraph, i.e., the subgraph forms a

directed acyclic graph (DAG). The vertices between the leftmost

vertex and the rightmost vertex has no outgoing/incoming edges

to/from external vertices (i.e., vertices not in this subgraph). An

important point is that all the paths have similar labels with sim-

ilar lengths.*2 We call this kind of a subgraph a superbubble,

as it can be considered as an extension of an ordinary simple

bubble (more detailed definition of superbubbles will be given

in section 2). Superbubbles are complicated, but it is apparent

that many of them are formed as a result of errors, inexact re-

peats, diploid/polyploid genomes, or frequent mutations. Thus

detection of superbubbles should be very important, and it should

be useful if we can detect them efficiently. For example, fur-

ther time-consuming complicated algorithms (e.g., optimal align-

ment, paired-end read analyses, etc) are applicable against the

superbubbles, even if they are too complicated to use against the

entire graph.

In the followings, we will give detailed definition of the super-

bubbles in section 2, and show an efficient algorithm for finding

superbubbles in section 3. We will show that the algorithm runs in

average-case linear time against graphs with a reasonable model,

though the worst-case time complexity is quadratic. In section 4,

we will show that the superbubbles can be efficiently enumerated

in reasonable time with a small machine, through large-scale ex-

periments against reads from a whole human genome.

*2 The experiments in section 4 will show that the path label lengths of a su-

perbubble are only at most 5% different in more than 85% of the detected

superbubbles.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Superbubble

Here, we formally define superbubbles and show some proper-

ties of them which are necessary in the rest of the paper.

Definition 1. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph. If an ordered

pair of distinct vertices (s, t) satisfies the following:

reachability t is reachable from s;

matching the set of vertices reachable from s without passing*3

through t is equal to the set of vertices from which t is reach-

able without passing through s;

acyclicity the subgraph induced by U is acyclic where U is the

set of vertices in the above condition;

minimality no vertex in U other than t forms a pair with s that

satisfies the conditions above,

then we say that the subgraph in the description of the acyclicity

condition is a superbubble and s, t and U \ {s, t} are this super-

bubble’s entrance, exit and interior respectively. For any pair

of vertices (s, t) that satisfies the above conditions, we denote the

superbubble as 〈s, t〉.

To take full advantage of the notation 〈s, t〉, we first need to

confirm that if (s1, t1) , (s2, t2) then 〈s1, t1〉 , 〈s2, t2〉. The fol-

lowing remark ensures it.

Remark 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the

vertex pairs satisfying the conditions in Definition 1 and super-

bubbles.

Proof. Because of the acyclicity condition, the vertices of a su-

perbubble can be topologically sorted, i.e., they can be ordered in

such a way that if v is reachable from u then u < v. Due to the

matching condition, s (resp. t) is the minimum (resp. maximum)

ordered vertex. �

Now we observe a proposition which clarifies the situation and

motivates linear time enumeration of superbubbles.

Proposition 1. Any vertex can be the entrance (resp. exit) of at

*3 Passing through a vertex means that visiting and then leaving it, not just

visiting or leaving alone.
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most one superbubble.

Note that this proposition does not exclude the possibility that

a vertex is the entrance of a superbubble and the exit of another

superbubble.

Proof. We prove the proposition by reductio ad absurdum. Sup-

pose 〈s, t1〉 and 〈s, t2〉 are distinct superbubbles. If t2 is a vertex

in 〈s, t1〉, then t2 is in the interior of 〈s, t1〉 but this contradicts to

the minimality condition for 〈s, t1〉. Similarly, t1 being a vertex in

〈s, t2〉 also results in a contradiction.

Suppose, on the other hand, that t2 is not a vertex in 〈s, t1〉.

There is a path from s to t2. By removing cycles from t2 to t2

if necessary, this path can be taken in such a way that t2 appears

only at the last step and at this time, all vertices in the path are in

〈s, t2〉. On the other hand, the vertex just before the first vertex on

the path that is not in 〈s, t1〉 is t1. In particular this means that t1

is in 〈s, t2〉 but this leads to contradiction by the first half of the

argument. �

Corollary 1. There are O(n) superbubbles in a graph with n ver-

tices.

Before closing this subsection, let us point out, without proof,

yet another property of superbubbles that is not directly necessary

for this work but worth mentioning to grasp the picture.

Claim 1. If two distinct superbubbles share a vertex, either one’s

exit is the other’s entrance or one is included in the other’s inte-

rior.

2.2 Construction of a Unipath Graph

Given a set R of reads, we first construct the de Bruijn

graph [13]. Let T = T [1,m] be a read of length m in R. The

k-mers of T are length-k substrings of T , that is, T [i, i+ k− 1] for

i = 1, 2, . . . ,m − k + 1. Let K denote the multiset of k-mers of all

reads in R, and Kd denote the set of (distinct) k-mers that appear

at least d times in K. A k-mer in Kd is called a solid k-mer.

The de Bruijn graph G = (V, E) of R is defined as follows. The

vertex set V is the set of (k− 1)-mers defined as V = {T [1, k− 1] |

T [1, k] ∈ Kd} ∪ {T [2, k] | T [1, k] ∈ Kd}. The edge set E is defined

as {(u, v) | ∃T [1, k] ∈ Kd , u = T [1, k − 1], v = T [2, k]}. The edge

label of (u, v) is T [k] if u = T [1, k−1], v = T [2, k]. Typical values

of k and d are k = 28, d = 3.

We use the succinct de Bruijn graph [2], which is a compressed

representation of the de Bruijn graph of R. For a set of m solid k-

mers, the succinct de Bruijn graph uses 4m + o(m) bits to encode

the graph, and supports the following operations.

• outdeg(v)/indeg(v) returns the number of outgoing/incoming

edges from/to vertex v in O(1) time, respectively.

• outgoing(v, c) returns the vertex w pointed to by the outgoing

edge of vertex v with edge label c in O(1) time. If no such

vertex exists, it returns −1.

• incoming(v, c) returns the vertex w = T [1, k − 1] such that

there is an edge from w and v and T [1] = c in O(k) time. If

no such vertex exists, it returns −1.

From a de Bruijn graph G = (V, E), we construct a unipath

graph G′ = (V ′, E′) as follows. The vertex set V ′ is a sub-

set of V such that any vertex in V ′ has more than one outgo-

ing edges or more than one incoming edges. The edge set E′

is the multiset of all pairs (u, v) such that u, v ∈ V ′ and there is

a path u, x1, x2, . . . , xℓ, v in G and outdegrees and indegrees of

x1, x2, . . . , xℓ are all one. The edge label of (u, v) is the concate-

nation of edge labels of (u, x1), (x1, x2), . . . , (xℓ−1, xℓ), (xℓ, v) in G.

The length of the edge label is ℓ + 1.

In addition to the data structure of the succinct de Bruijn graph,

we use a bit vector B[1,m] where m = |E| is the number of edges

in G to represent the unipath graph G′. We set B[v] = 1 if and

only if the vertex v of G is also a vertex of G′. The outdegree and

the indegree of v in G′ is equal to those of v in G. To find the

vertex outgoing(v, c) in G′, we first compute w = outgoing(v, c)

in G. Then we repeatedly traverse the unique outgoing edge of w

until B[w] = 1. The resulting vertex is the answer. The unipath

graph is constructed in linear time from the succinct de Bruijn

graph because each of the outdeg, indeg, and outgoing operations

takes constant time. Figure 4 shows an example.

3. Algorithm

Here, we explain how to enumerate all superbubbles in a given

graph. As we have seen in subsection 2.1, each vertex can be the

entrance of at most one superbubble. Therefore, once we have

a way to check if a vertex s has another vertex t s.t. (s, t) is the

entrance/exit pair, then we can find all superbubbles just by iter-

ating this procedure for all s ∈ V . Below, we focus our attention

on this reduced problem.

3.1 Description

The algorithm is based on the standard topological sorting. It

takes a directed graph G = (V, E) and s ∈ V as inputs, and returns

t ∈ V s.t. (s, t) is an entrance/exit pair of a superbubble if any. It

proceeds by visiting vertices one by one maintaining the dynamic

set S of vertices it can visit the next time. Initially, S is set to be

{s}. It also maintains a label for each vertex. The label visited

means that the vertex has already been visited. The label seen

means that the vertex has at least one visited parent . At each

step, the algorithm picks out an arbitrary vertex v from S labeling

it as visited and label each child as seen. If all the parents of a

child are visited, it pushes the child into S . In visiting vertices,

the algorithm aborts anytime when it finds a vertex with no child,

which means a tip, or a parent of s, which means a cycle because

any vertex visited is a descendent of s. After visiting a vertex,

the algorithm tests if it is going to visit the exit at the next step

as follows. First it checks if S consists of one vertex, say t, and

no vertex other than t is labelled as seen. If not, the test is neg-

ative. Otherwise, the algorithm further checks if the edge (t, s)

exists or not. If it does, the algorithm aborts because it just found

a path from s to s, a cycle. Otherwise, the algorithm returns t.

The algorithm aborts if S runs out.

3.2 Correctness

A vertex can be pushed into S at most once because it happens

when all its parents are visited and once visited a vertex never

cease to being so. Thus, the algorithm can pick out a vertex from

S at most n times and in particular it halts. Below, we prove the

correctness of the returned value, which reduces to the follow-

ings: a) if the input vertex is the entrance of some superbubble,
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Fig. 4 Top right: The input set R, top left: The de Bruijn graph of R with k = 3, d = 1, bottom left: the

unipath graph, bottom right: the succinct de Bruijn graph and the unipath graph. Non-branching

nodes are removed. We store only last, B, W and F.

Require: directed graph G = (V, E), s ∈ V

Ensure: returns t s.t. (s, t) is an entrance/exit pair of a superbubble if any

1: push s into S

2: repeat

3: pick out an arbitrary v ∈ S

4: label v as visited

5: if v does not have a child then

6: abort // tip

7: for u in v’s children do

8: if u = s then

9: abort // cycle including s

10: label u as seen

11: if all of u’s parents are visited then

12: push u into S

13: if only one vertex t is left in S and no other vertex is seen then

14: if edge (t, s) does not exist then

15: return t

16: else

17: abort // cycle including s

18: until |S | = 0

Fig. 5 Pseudocode of an algorithm to find the corresponding exit of an po-

tential entrance

then the algorithm returns the corresponding exit; b) if the algo-

rithm returns a vertex, it is the exit of a superbubble and the input

vertex is the corresponding entrance.

First, we observe an invariant. Let Vseen be the set of vertices

labelled as seen and Vvisited be the set of vertices labelled as vis-

ited. Let Vto be the set of vertices that are reachable from s with-

out passing through any element of Vseen and let Vfrom be the set

of vertices from which at least one element of Vvisited ∪ S can be

reachable without passing through s.

Lemma 1. After the algorithm visits a vertex, i.e., after the line

12 of the pseudocode in Figure 5 is executed, Vto = Vvisited∪Vseen

and Vfrom = Vvisited ∪ S . In particular, if the algorithm returns t,

then (s, t) satisfies the matching condition.

Proof. We prove the first half by mathematical induction. After

the first visit, Vvisited, Vseen and S consist of s, s’s children and s’s

children with indegree 1 respectively and the lemma holds. Sup-

pose the lemma holds up to the visit to some vertex. During the

visit to the next vertex, say v,

( 1 ) v is removed from S and its label is changed from seen to

visited;

( 2 ) all children of v are labelled as seen;

( 3 ) the children of v whose parents are all visited are added to S .

Consequently, both Vto and Vvisited ∪ Vseen acquire the vertices

reachable from v without passing through any element of Vseen,

i.e., the children of v. Therefore, Vto = Vvisited ∪ Vseen still holds.

On the other hand, Vvisited∪S acquires the vertices newly added to

S , i.e., the children of v whose parents are all labelled as visited.

Now these vertices are also in Vfrom because Vfrom ⊇ Vvisited ∪ S

by definition. Furthermore, they are the only vertices Vfrom ac-

quires because the parents of them were already in Vfrom af-

ter the previous visit by the induction hypothesis. Therefore,

Vfrom = Vvisited ∪ S also stays true.

Next, we prove the last half. If the algorithm returns t, after the

last visit, Vto = Vfrom because S = Vseen due to the first half. On

the other hand, at this time, Vto consists of the vertices reachable

from s without passing through t because Vseen = {t}. Therefore,

it suffices to show that Vfrom consists of the vertices from which t

is reachable without passing through s. This is true because after

every visit, from any vertex in Vvisited at least one vertex in Vseen is

reachable without passing through s, a fact which can be proven

easily by mathematical induction again. �

Next, we prove a). Let t be the exit corresponding to s. Because

of the matching condition of (s, t), the algorithm never aborts due

to a tip or running out of S at least up to the point when t is pushed

into S , no matter if t is pushed into S at all. Similarly, the algo-

rithm never aborts due to a cycle up to the same point because

of the acyclicity condition of (s, t). On the other hand, if t is in-

deed pushed into S , then t must be the only vertex seen and all

other vertices of 〈s, t〉 must be visited due to the matching con-

dition of (s, t) and the lemma. Therefore, the only possibilities

left are that the algorithm outputs t or some other vertex in 〈s, t〉.

But the second case never happens because a vertex, say v, other

than t in 〈s, t〉 is output, then the pair (s, v) satisfies the reachabil-

ity, matching (due to the lemma) and acyclicity conditions, which

contradicts to the minimality condition of (s, t).

Last, we prove b). Suppose the algorithm returns a vertex t.

Obviously, t is reachable from s. The matching condition holds

because of the lemma. The alleged superbubble does not con-

tain cycles including s because otherwise the algorithm must have

aborted. And it does not contain cycles not including s because
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otherwise the first vertex visited in the cycle has a parent in the

cycle. This means the parent has been visited earlier, which con-

tradicts the way the child was chosen. Thus, the acyclicity con-

dition holds. The minimality condition holds because otherwise,

there is a vertex v s.t. (s, v) is an entrance/exit pair and because of

a) the algorithm must have returned v, instead of t.

3.3 Analysis

In the worst case, each execution of the algorithm takes

Θ(n + m)-time and in total the calculation of all superbubbles

takes Θ(n(n +m))-time. Below, we show that, under a reasonable

model, the algorithm takes constant time on average and thus all

superbubbles can be found in Θ(n)-time in total.

As we will see in the next section, although there are tens of

thousands of superbubbles in practical unipath graphs, the entire

graph is so large that its size is orders of magnitude greater than

the total size of superbubbles. Thus, most of the time spent in

the iterated executions of the algorithm is dedicated for travers-

ing regions that are far away from any superbubbles. Therefore,

it is reasonable to reduce the analysis of the algorithm to the eval-

uation of the time spent until the traversal of a non-superbubble

region is aborted. In such a case, if a vertex is not pushed into S

when it is labelled as seen, then it is very unlikely to be visited

afterwards. In other words, once the algorithm comes across a

vertex of indegree greater than 1, then it almost never proceeds

to traverse its descendants. With these observations in mind, we

model the way the tree of visited vertices grows in the algorithm

by the following probabilistic tree generation process. It starts

from the root. Each vertex is good with probability p. A good

vertex corresponds to a vertex of indegree 1. If a vertex is good,

it spawns i children with probability pi. The theory of Galton-

Watson branching processes [7] tells that the expected number

of vertices of depth i is Θ(ri) where r := p
∑

i ipi, i.e., the ex-

pected number of children of each vertex. Therefore, if r < 1 the

expected size of the tree is Θ( 1
1−r

), a constant. For the unipath

graph we constructed from human genome data, r was about 0.77

where p and pi were determined as the proportion of vertices with

particular in/out-degree within all vertices.

4. Experiment

4.1 Procedures

We first constructed the succinct de Bruijn graph with parame-

ter k = 27 and d = 3 for the read set SRX016231, which was de-

rived by sequencing a human individual by an Illumina sequencer.

The length of each read is 100bp and the coverage is about 40.

Next, we constructed the unipath graph as described in subsection

2.2. The resulting unipath graph consists of 107,154,751 vertices

and 210,207,840 edges. Last, we found all superbubbles in the

unipath graph by the algorithm in section 3.

4.2 Results

Table 1 is the histogram of the size of superbubbles where the

size of a superbubble means the number of vertices in it. The

superbubbles of size 2 are omitted because they are ordinary bub-

bles. The superbubble of Fig. 3 is of size 20 and this histogram

tells, among other things, that there are hundreds of equally or

more complex superbubbles. On the other hand, what matters the

most for the application to genome assembly problem is whether

superbubbles really capture erroneous or repeat/mutation abun-

dant regions, which topological complexity alone does not neces-

sarily suggest. One way to assess the relevance of a superbubble

in this regard is to compare the length of paths in it where length

of an edge is the length of the sequence represented by the edge.

Note that topologically close paths can have a variety of lengths

because each edge can be originated from a unipath. But among

23,078 superbubbles of size equal to or greater than 5 we found,

19,926 (86.3%) of them have the longest/shortest path length ra-

tio smaller than 1.05. Therefore, superbubbles like that of Fig. 3

are indeed typical.

Table 1 Histogram of the size of superbubbles

size 3-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-

#S.B. 71663 4295 347 69 21 8 3

In terms of the computation time, it took 742.1 seconds for a

Xeon 3.0GHz CPU to enumerate all superbubbles including ordi-

nary bubbles. The number of vertices visited was 126,537,254.

5. Concluding Remarks

We introduced the concept of superbubbles in assembly graphs,

and proposed an efficient algorithm for detecting them. But many

tasks remain as future work. It is an open problem whether it is

possible to detect superbubbles in worst-case linear time. Devel-

oping methods for categorizing the detected superbubbles (e.g.,

errors, repeats, mutations, and polyploids), and methods for fix-

ing errors in superbubbles are important future tasks. It is also in-

teresting to extend our algorithm for other bubble-like structures

(e.g. the bulge structure [12]).
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